
Randy Rhoads Scales, Classical Guitar Composition Written in 1982, and 
Carcassi - Etude 7 

Tabbed by Elvis Jerome 
Composed by Randy Rhoads sometime in 1982 

A Major Scale 

1st Pattern 
Uses notes from A major scale in 2 octaves 

 
 

A Major Scale



2nd Pattern 
Last 4 notes are from A major pentatonic scale 

A Major Scale

A Pentatonic Major Scale



3rd Pattern 
Begins with A major pentatonic and ends with A major 

A Major Pentatonic Scale A Major Scale



4th Pattern 
Uses notes from the A major scale with two chromatic notes: G natural, and C 
natural 
CN is chromatic note 

A Major Scale

CN CN



5th Pattern 
Begins with A major scale and ends with A major pentatonic scale 
 

A Major Scale A Major Pentatonic Scale



6th Pattern 
Uses notes from the A major scale in 2 octaves at the 14th position 

A Major Scale



F Major Scale 

1st Pattern 
Uses notes from F major, missing F note in first octave between D and E 
 

F Major Scale



2nd Pattern 
Uses notes from the F major scale, starts with the flatted fifth (b5) blues note - B 
natural 
 

F Major ScaleBlues Note



3rd Pattern 
Uses notes from the F major scale, starts with a chromatic note G flat, and a flatted 
fifth blues note B natural at the 1st octave.  
 

F Major ScaleCN
Blues Note



4th Pattern 
Uses notes from the F major scale, the flatted fifth blues note - B natural occurs in 
the first and second octave 

F Major ScaleBlues Note Blues Note



5th Pattern 
Uses notes from the F major scale, begins with a chromatic note and a flatted fifth 
blues note - B natural in the first octave 
CN is a chromatic note 

F Major Scale
Blues NoteCN



Randy Rhoads Classical Guitar Composition from 1982  
Source: taken from notebook photo in 2016 

I made a tablature from the sheet music Randy Rhoads wrote in his notebook 
Tabbed by Elvis Jerome 

 



Matteo Carcassi and Randy Rhoads 
The circled notes in Matteo Carcassi Etude 7 are the same notes Randy wrote in his 

notebook. 

Conclusion: Randy was playing Etude 7 by Matteo Carcassi on the classical guitar.  

Matteo Carcassi - Etude 7 (sheet music)



My recreation of Randy Rhoads notebook 

Matteo Carcassi - 

Etude 7

Randy Wrote This 
Short 

Composition in 
1982


I tabbed this on 
page 12 in the pdf 



Conclusions: 

Randy was interested in combining two types of scales in one pattern to create a 
hybrid scale. Combining the flatted fifth blues note with the major scale would 
make a hybrid major-blues scale (as I title it). Randy would include chromatic 
notes for tension notes in the scale for music ornaments such as trills. We know 
that he had an interest in Baroque music such as Vivaldi which uses a lot of 
ornamentation. The tension notes would be the best notes to play an ornament. In 
the A major scales, Randy would combine the major scale with the major 
pentatonic scale. The major scale, and major pentatonic scale share the same notes. 
The combination of both the major and major pentatonic scale in one shape would 
create a hybrid major-major pentatonic scale (as I titled it). 
New Scales Randy Rhoads Composed 
• Hybrid Major & Blues Scale or Hybrid Major with flatted fifth (major scale + 

flatted fifth from the blues scale) 
• Hybrid Major & Major Pentatonic Scale (major scale + major pentatonic scale) 

Randy composed a short classical guitar composition in 1982 in the key of E 
major. I made a tablature and included it in this pdf.  

It was known that Randy had a copy of Matteo Carcassi - 25 Etudes. I made the 
connection with Etude 7 and line 2 in his notebook. The circled notes in Etude 7 
are identical to the notes he wrote in his notebook, as illustrated in my recreation of 
his notebook. We now know that he played Etude 7 by Matteo Carcassi.  

Elvis Jerome


